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to the UK in October 1992 with the aim of
eliminating the disease. In order to achieve
and maintain high vaccine uptake it is
essential that health professionals and parents
fully appreciate the potentially serious
consequences of this disease.
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Is hearing assessed after bacterial
meningitis?

EDrTOR,-Fortnum and Hull reported that
89-4% of 686 paediatricians in the UK
claimed to refer children for hearing assess-
ment after bacterial meningitis' and Fortnum
stressed the importance of 'the paediatric ser-
vice to ensure a fail-safe administrative system
exists to make certain that referral actually
occurs'.2 Recently we have audited various
aspects of meningitis care of children admit-
ted to the Royal Belfast Hospital for Sick
Children. There are 11 paediatricians
attached to this hospital who are likely to have
children admitted with acute meningitis and
all are aware of the need for formal hearing
assessment after bacterial meningitis. During
the year from September 1990-1 we identi-
fied 39 cases ofmeningitis with four deaths. A
written note was recorded in all the remaining
35 casenote charts that a formal hearing
assessment was to be made at an outpatient
visit. However, our audiology department

only received 19 requests out of 35 (54%) and
three of these patients failed to attend. After
this audit we decided that: (1) all patients
were to have a formal hearing assessment in
the audiology department when they had
recovered from the acute effects of meningitis
and immediately before discharge, that is as
inpatients and (2) those with an impairment
detected at this early assessment should be
followed up in 4-6 weeks' time to allow for
resolution of any associated conductive
impairment.
The audit was repeated for 1992 and 25 of

29 (86%) of children had had formal hearing
assessments made. We would like to stress
the importance of providing a 'fail-safe'
system to make certain that referral actually
occurs.
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